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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISMOF INTERMETALLIC NdAl2 �A. Bªauta, R. Mihalskia;b, M. Koora, Z. Ropkaa, A.J. Baranaand R.J. Radwanskia;baCenter of Solid State Physis±w. Filipa 5, 31-150 Kraków, PolandbInstitute of Physis, Pedagogial UniversityPodhor¡»yh 2, 30-084 Kraków, Poland(Reeived July 10, 2002)Magneti and eletroni properties of NdAl2 have been found to be welldesribed within the rystal-�eld approah. A �-type peak observed at themagneti ordering temperature in the temperature dependene of the heatapaity is related to the time-reversal symmetry breaking in the atomisale. The good desription proves the existene of the disrete atomi-likestates, in the meV energy sale, in this intermetalli ompound.PACS numbers: 75.10.Dg, 71.70.Ej1. IntrodutionThe aim of this ontribution is to investigate magneti properties ofNdAl2. It rystallizes in the ubi struture MgCu2, is an intermetalliompound and exhibits a ferromagneti order below T=65 K [1,2℄. We haveattributed the magnetism and low-temperature properties to Nd atoms.2. Theoretial outlineThe Nd3+ ion is assumed to have three f eletrons in the inomplete 4fshell, whih form a highly-orrelated atomi-like 4f3 system. We approxi-mate the strong orrelation within the inomplete 4f shell by means of thethree Hund rules. This enables us to desribe the 4f3 system by quantumnumbers S=3/2 and L=6. The third Hund's rule, realized due to a strongspin�orbit oupling, allows for J to be a good quantum number. In thisway, the multiplet 4I9=2 beomes the ground multiplet for the 4f3 system ofNd3+ ion.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1261)



1262 A. Bªaut et al.The Nd3+ ion is a Kramers f3 system. Its ground multiplet is 10-folddegenerate. The rystal �eld of the ubi symmetry removes only partlythis degeneray produing a doublet and two quartets. In NdAl2 the groundstate is the doublet. The e�et of the harge interations of the ubi CEFis shown in Fig. 1, in the paramagneti region, i.e. above 65 K. The doubletand the quartets are split in the magneti state, i.e. below T.

Fig. 1. Calulated temperature dependene of 10 states of the ground multipletin the paramagneti and the magneti states. In a magneti state the Kramersdegeneray is lifted.For the desription of eletroni and magneti properties we have applieda single-ion-like Hamiltonian [3℄:H = Hf +Hf�f =XXBmn Ômn +ng2L�2B ��JhJi+ 12hJi2�+gL�BJ �Bext ;(2.1)where gL is the Lande fator (8/11) and the magneti moment of the Ndion is expressed as m=-gLJ�B: The ubi CEF interations are desribed bytwo terms only, with parameters B4 and B6. The seond term aounts forthe intersite spin-dependent interations approximated in this paper by themoleular-�eld approximation with the moleular-�eld oe�ient n. Theself-onsistent alulations are performed in the same manner as those pre-sented in Ref. [3℄ for ErNi5. Having obtained the eletroni struture, forboth the magneti and paramagneti states, we an alulate the Helmholtzfree energy and the resulting thermodynamial properties by means of thestatistial physis.



Eletroni Struture and Magnetism of Intermetalli NdAl2 12633. Results and disussionThe alulated temperature dependene of the �ne low-energy eletronistruture of the Nd3+ ion is shown in Fig. 1. The formation of the magnetistate in the atomi sale at T=65 K is aompanied by the lifting of theKramers degeneray. In Fig. 2 we show the alulated temperature depen-dene of the ordered magneti moment and of the heat apaity. For thealulations we have used the ubi CEF parameters: B4=�11:48 mK andB6=+0.464 mK [1,2℄. The self-onsistent alulations, in order to reprodueT of 65 K, yield the moleular-�eld oe�ient n = +24:8 T/�B. It meansthat at 0 K the moleular �eld on the Nd moment has the magnitude of 65T. In the ordered state there appears a spin gap, that amounts to 6 meV at0 K. By ordering magnetially the system gains the energy of 90 K/f.u. =750 J/mol.

Fig. 2. Magneti phase transition in NdAl2. (a) Calulated temperature depen-dene of the magneti moment of the Nd3+ ion; (b) temperature variation of thef -subsystem ontribution to the heat apaity.The �-type peak observed at the magneti ordering temperature is re-lated to the time-reversal symmetry breaking in the atomi sale. We alsoobtain the magneti moment of 2.62 �B, in good agreement with experimen-tal datum of 2.5 �B. This moment is omposed of the orbital and spin partsof +4.58 �B and �1:96�B, respetively.The minimum of the free energy has been found for the magneti momentaligned along the [100℄ diretion, i.e. along the ubi edge, Fig. 3. This resultis in agreement with the experimental observations [1,2℄. The hard magnetiaxis is along the ube diagonal, with the energy di�erene of 5.5 K. We have



1264 A. Bªaut et al.alulated also the magnetorystalline-anisotropy parameters aording tothe Ref. [4℄ using the free energy expressions for the main ubi diretions[100℄, [111℄ and [110℄. We obtain the values K1=+3.95 J/mol and K2=+1.2kJ/mol.
Fig. 3. Angular dependene of the ground-state energy for the Nd3+-ion momentin NdAl2. This dependene is the mirosopi origin of the magnetorystallineanisotropy. The easy axis is along the ube edge [100℄, whereas [111℄ is the hardaxis. 4. ConlusionsWe have presented the mirosopi, atomi-sale, desription of the mag-neti and eletroni properties, inluding the magneti transition at 65 K,for NdAl2. A good desription of the intermetalli ompound proves theexistene of the disrete atomi-like states, on the meV energy sale, on-�rming aposteriori the basi assumption of our approah the eletroni andmagneti properties of this 4f ompound.This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) projet No. 2 PO3B 134 22.REFERENCES[1℄ A. Furrer, H.G. Purwins, Phys. Rev. 16, 2131 (1977).[2℄ H.G. Purwins, A. Leson, Adv. Phys. 39, 309 (1990).[3℄ R.J. Radwanski, N.H. Kim-Ngan, F.E. Kayzel, J.J.M. Franse, D. Gignoux,D. Shmitt, F.Y. Zhang, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 4, 8853 (1992).[4℄ J.J.M. Franse, R.J. Radwanski, in: Handbook of Magneti Materials,K.H.J. Bushow, ed. North Holland, 1993, vol. 7, p. 307.[5℄ R.J. Radwanski, Z. Ropka, ond-mat/0010081.[6℄ R.J. Radwanski, R. Mihalski, Z. Ropka, Ata Phys. Pol. B 31, 3079 (2000).


